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Programme

Highlights

• Concept Building 
from Basic to 
Advance

• Digital Classrooms. 

1200+ Hours Daily Classes 
( Mon- Sun) – Online- Live & 
Recorded /Offline 

( 12 months).

• Most relevant & 

updated study 

material.

• E-Library of books 

and hand notes.

• Video Library for 

revision.

• UPSC Prev. Years Qns. 
topicwise discussion in 
classroom.

• Regular Mains Answer 

Writing Practice

Objective Type Tests

Mains –Class Tests

• Frequent Topper’s visits in 
class.

• Current Affairs Preparation 
– Monthly Magazines of 
every subject & Daily 
MCQs.



Programme

Highlights

Special Sessions on 
Essay Writing

• All classes are interactive,i.e.,
for Online Live Students also, 
students can ask their 
doubts

• Instant Backup- for classes 
missed

Personal attention on every student, in respect of 
their performance evaluation from time to time

Prepare Practice Evaluate

IAS Classroom 
Programme of 

12months

IAS Classroom 
Programme Class 

Tests

Comprehensive 
Tests & Mains 

Answer Writing 
Practice



Programme

Approach

How classes will be conducted?

Our General Studies & CSAT ( Prelims cum Mains) – Concept 
Building Programme includes complete coverage of UPSC-
Civil Services Exams Syllabus for prelims and mains 
examinations , Current Affairs , Topic Wise sectional class 
tests, Mains Answer Writing Practice and Essay Classes & 
Practice. 

Duration
12 Months for GS & CSAT Complete 
Pre & Mains syllabus

Methodology
We cover one subject at one time or 
maximum two subjects simultaneously 

Class Tests
We cover one subject at one time or 
maximum two subjects simultaneously 

Mains 
Preparation

We constantly focus on developing Answer 
writing skills in the classes along with 
separate classes on Essay Writing

Study 
Material

It comprises of Textbooks given on admission 
and comprehensive Class notes in the class

NCERT E-books & Class Notes PDFs will be available on student 
account also



Programme

Approach
How Current Affairs are covered?
Current Affairs are covered by providing-
• Monthly Current Affairs magazines- subjectwise, to the 

students and 
• Discussing most important issues in the regular classes. 
• We also focus on developing the art of reading the 

newspaper by teaching the aspirants the technique of 
interlinking dynamic and static parts of their syllabus. 

• We cover all the contemporary issues , both for Prelims 
and Mains.

• Year End- Subject wise compilations of all the current 
affairs are also provided to the students, before their 
prelims examination.

What will be the schedule of classes?

Monday to Sunday 3:30 PM to 6:00PM
General Studies- 12 months

Saturday & Sunday 12:30 PM to 3:30 PM

CSAT ( September to March)

Regular Face to Face & Online ( Live & Interactive 
Classes)/ Online Recorded Classes
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How Answer Writing will be covered 
in the course?

Answer Writing plays an important role in the 
Mains Examination. The conceptual base for mains 
shall be laid through the exhaustive classes covering 
both static and dynamic parts of the syllabus.

Regular Answer Writing Practice in the regular 
classes ensures good answer writing skills 
development = Good Marks in the mains exam. 

We conduct Class tests at the end of every topic 
comprising of-

1) 5-10 Mains Questions

2) Classroom discussion of the tests held

3) Evaluation as per UPSC Mains
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What about 
Test Series ?
Are they also a 
part of this 
programme?

Once, the syllabus is 
covered in 12 months 
duration, we shall conduct 
Comprehensive Test Series 
for Prelims. These Test 
Series are not a part of this 
programme, rather it is a 
separate programme.

Will I be able to switch over from 
face to face to Online ( Live/ 
Recorded) and vice versa?

Yes, we provide all the options to students. 
Switching over from Offline mode to Online mode is 
allowed without any charge ( Free of Cost).
Infact, during college exams or other medical 
reasons students find it easier to switch over to 
Online Recorded classes so that they can see classes 
as per their convenience. For switching over to 
Offline mode from Online mode is, however, 
allowed by paying the differential fees amount.
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What if I want to take a few classes 
again, after batch completion?

General Studies & CSAT ( Prelims and Mains) exam 
syllabus gets completed in 12months. After 
completion, if a student feels the need of taking a 
few classes again( for any particular subject), then 
the student may take those classes again.

Answer Writing / Essays / Class Tests written by a 
student will be mailed by the students on the 
relevant mail id and the same shall be checked and 
evaluated and mailed back to student’s registered 
email id.
For a personal feedback and suggestions students 
can connect via video call / phone call / a visit to the 
institute anytime
( Mon to Sat – 11AM to 2PM / 6PM to 8PM and
Sundays: 2 PM to 5 PM)

How will my answers or tests be 
evaluated in case I take Online 
Classes?
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Do I also have to study the NCERT’s?

NCERT’s are a very important part of UPSC Civil 
Services exams preparation. Therefore, it is 
advisable to read the NCERT’s at least once before 
the exam. Although NCERT’s are covered in the 
classes itself. Teacher’s themselves guide the 
students in the class only, which topic to read from 
which NCERT textbook.
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Online Support Whether 
Available?

Will face to face classes be Live 
telecasted?

Yes

Instant Backup Support:
Will I get recorded class in case I 
miss any face to face or Online 
Live class?

Yes

Will I get class notes in my student 
account?

Yes

Will I get NCERT E-books in my 
student account?

Yes
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Particulars Detail

Batch Starting Date 18 May 2022

Days Monday to Sunday
( One weekly off will be given)

Timings 3:30 PM to 6:00 PM

Faculty Expert Faculty for every 
subject having years of 
experience in teaching 
UPSC IAS aspirants.

Under the guidance of Prof. Sunny Kapoor Sir



FAQ’S

Is it necessary to first study all the NCERT’s before starting the 
coaching?

No , aspirant do not require any prior knowledge about any subject
even while studying for the first time. NCERT’s are a part of Classroom 
programme and hence taught during the classes only. 

Is is necessary to study humanities in school or graduation?

No , this is not necessary a student of humanities stream will find it 
easier to study the UPSC – CSE syllabus. Student of any stream can 
study these subjects. Every concept shall be taught from basic to 
advance.

Question- Is it possible to switchover from online to face to face or  
vice-a-versa?

Yes , Institute provides you the liberty to exercise switchover option as
per your convenience.

Question- Does the institute has metro connectivity ? Which is the
nearest metro station ?

Nearest metro station is “Old Faridabad Metro Station” which is 950  
meters , with a walking distance of just 10 minutes.
You may take the Google Map Navigation for the institute !

In case of any assistance, simply call us at 7838335131 ,9711394350
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Refund Policy

In Case , you do not like the class  100% of 
the amount  paid will be refunded

instantly - within 7 days of joining without 
any demo class.
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Covid-19 safety precautions

Your Safety is our Priority!



9711394350
7838335131

Address:-

Bright Career Maker 
IAS Academy
SCF-69 , 2nd floor ,  
sector-16A,Faridabad
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